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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we establish rigorously the existence of some extremely 
slowly evolving solutions of the Cahn-Hilliard equation 
t4, = ( -&zu,, + W(u)),, (CW 
on 0 < x c 1, subject to the boundary conditions 
ll,=tt xxx =o at x=0, 1, 
where W is a smooth double-well function. See Fig. 1. 
The typical underlying physical context involves a melted binary alloy 
with a given concentration of components that is quenched to a tem- 
perature at which exactly two different concentration phases can coexist. 
The subsequent evolution roughly divides into two stages: a relatively fast 
one during which the sample becomes inhomogeneous, a fine-grained 
mixture of the two phases, followed by a very slow coarsening process during 
which the originally fine-grained structure becomes less line; always the 
average concentration remaining constant (for example, [G-D, L]). One 
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II 
The Potential The Bistable Nonlinearity 
FIGURE 1 
of the most celebrated models devised to study separation and coarsening 
under conditions of constant temperature is the Cahn-Hilliard equation, 
where the unknown function is the concentration of one of the components 
of a binary material [C, C-H]. To motivate it here we follow Fife [F]. In 
that view (CH) is one of the many possible gradient systems associated to 
a certain functional J, of the concentration designed so that its decrease in 
time describes the material’s tendencies to 
(i) prefer one of two specific concentrations (that can co-exist in 
equilibrium at the given temperature), 
(ii) be spatially uniform in concentration. 
A reasonable choice is provided by 
J(u)=j; [ ;(u,)‘+ W(u)] dx. 
The gradient term is a uniformizing influence and W is a double-well function 
with minima at the two preferred states. The “interaction length” E is small 
relative to the size of the sample. It is known that (CH) is the simplest 
equation among those involving only local operators that is compatible 
with dynamics which decrease J(U) and conserve the total mass j: u dx. 
The initial value problem (CH) is treated in Elliott and Zheng [E-Z]. 
In the present paper we make use of the regularity theory developed by 
these authors. (See also [T] ). Since (CH) possesses a Liapunov Func- 
tional, J(U), general considerations imply that solutions stabilize as T-r CO 
to an equilibrium-state. A result in [He] can be applied to further conclude 
that typically the limit equilibrium is a local minimizer of J restricted to a 
fixed mass surface. The equilibrium theory’ for (CH) has been studied in 
one dimension by Carr, Gurtin, and Slemrod ([C-G-S]) on the finite inter- 
’ For the equilibrium theory in higher dimensions see [M, S, L-M, G-M], and for the 
dynamics at the level of formal asymptotic expansions see [P]. For earlier developments see 
[E-Z, NC, NC-S]. 
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val and by Alexiades and Aifantis [A-A] on the whole real line. In these 
works local minimizers are characterized as particular equilibria that are 
monotone. In the study of the paths that the solutions take to approach 
these minima time scales are of importance [W]. Numerical studies [E-F, 
MC] show that the typical initial condition quickly gives rise to a layered 
structure, which then slowly evolves at an O(&) time scale, followed by a 
fast evolution at an O(1) time scale, to be followed again by a slow motion, 
etc. This phenomenon has already been observed and studied for the 
bistable equation 
U, = E=U xx - W(u) 
ux=o, x=0,1 
CBS) 
by Neu [N] at the level of formal asymptotics and rigorously by Carr and 
Pego [C-P], Fusco and Hale [F-H], and Fusco [Fl]. (See also [B, 
B-K, E-S, Fr] for related work). For the higher dimensional problem we 
refer the reader to Keller et al. [K-R-S] and deMottoni and Schatzman 
[dM-S]. In the Fusco-Hale geometrical theory, the attractor of the equa- 
tion, &, is the central object. J& is the set of equilibria together with their 
unstable manifolds which as sets are rather stable objects. In the view of 
[F-H] the solution quickly “lands” in &E and there it is strongly attracted 
TABLE I 
Comparison between the B&able (BS) and Cahn-Hilliard (CH) Equations 
B&able Cahn-Hilliard 
1. Gradient system for J in L2 
2. No conservation 
3. Dispersion relationship about y 
Gradient system in He1 
j: u(x, 1) dx is conserved 
Dispersion relationship about c, a constant 
in the spinoidal [C] 
growth 
rate 
b wavenumber 
4. Maximum priniciple No maximum principle 
5. Linearized operator is self-adjoint in L* Linearized operator is not self-adjoint in L2 
6. Separation process is well understood Separation process is not yet fully under- 
[F2, F-H] stood 
7. Structure of the attractor is well under- Structure of the attractor is not yet fully 
stood [Hel, An, BrF]. understood 
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FIG. 2. (A)-(C) are reproduced, by permission of the publisher, from [MC]. They concern 
(CH) with V(u) = IA’ -u and three values of E: E = 0.06, E = 0.05, and E = 0.04 for Figs. 2A, 
2B, and 2C, respectively. We see that the three solutions are almost identical in Figs. (la), 
(2a) and (3a) all at time t=2.0. However, the time that it takes for the solutions to evolve 
to their final states of l-layer equilibria as in Figs. (Id), (2d), and (3d) are very much different, 
indicating the speed on the manifold is like O(e-“‘). For insuring that the large gradients in 
the solution are adequately resolved W. McKinney [MC] uses a finite dimensional space of 
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(Id) t = 116 
256 quartic splines on a uniform partition of [0, 1] for the spatial discretization. The temporal 
discretixations were performed by various IRK methods with a maximal step sire k = 0.1 and 
a minimal step size k = 0.01. The results given in Fig. 2A, 2B, and 2C are actually for the 
2-stage Radau II A-method; however, the results were essentially the same for any IRK 
method that was used. Similarly, changing the step size leaves the result invariant except for 
the final stage of the evolution when a layer disappeared and k = 0.01 was used. The computa- 
tions performed herein were made in double precision using FORTRAN on an IBM 3090 
computer. 
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FIGURE 2 (continued) 
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FIGURE 2 (continued) 
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towards an unstable manifold on the boundary. Then the evolution enters 
a slow stage during which it moves along the unstable manifold. When it 
gets close to the boundary of this unstable manifold (which in particular 
happens when a layer approaches x = 0 or x = 1) the motion is quick, to 
be followed again by slow movement along another unstable manifold, etc. 
In the present work we demonstrate how this occurs for the Cahn-Hilliard 
equation. Before proceeding to a more detailed account of our results we 
direct the attention of the reader to Table I, where some important 
similarities and differences between (BS) and (CH) are listed. 
In this paper we describe the simplest nontrivial piece of the attractor for 
(CH) which consists of the unstable manifold connecting the (unstable) 
two-layer equilibrium to one of the global minimizers (see Fig. 2). 
We also determine the flow in a neighborhood of this manifold. Even 
though the attractor as a whole grows as E + 0, isolated pieces can be 
discussed up to the limit. In particular the unstable manifold above can 
be shown to approach a normally hyperbolic set. For accomplishing this 
we study the spectrum of the linearized Cahn-Hilliard operator about an 
appropriate manifold J? (defined in Section l), which can be thought of as 
a first approximation to the true manifold. We show that the operator pos- 
sesses an exponentially small positive eigenvalue, O(e-““), (indicating the 
slow motion on the manifold) and has the rest of its spectrum bounded 
away from zero uniformly in E (indicating the manifold is strongly 
attracting in the normal direction). Theorem C contains the spectral 
information. In developing its proof we were guided by 
(i) Bates, Fife [B-F] that allows a minimax characterization of the 
eigenvalues of the linearized (CH) operator 
and by 
(ii) numerical evidence provided by W. McKinney [MC] which 
indicated that, in contrast to the principal eigenfunction, the eigenfunctions 
corresponding to the stable part of the spectrum are essentially unaffected 
by the sharp transition layers of the function about which we linearize. 
The strategy is to apply a perturbation argument and establish the 
existence of the true manifold in a suitable neighborhood of J. Before 
carrying out this program we replace .# with a more refined approximate 
manifold whose elements also satisfy homogeneous boundary conditions. 
This refinement is constructed in Theorem A, via a linear equation that 
represents the first step in a Newton iteration scheme which potentially 
could lead to the true manifold. Theorem A also provides the form of the 
speed.’ An analogous result already appears in [F-H, Fl]. Here our proof 
* See, however, the remarks after the statement of Theorem B. 
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is different, rather abstract and geometrical, allowing it to be used in other 
situations. Next, to capture the true manifold as a graph over the new 
approximation, we introduce local coordinates in a neighborhood of this 
manifold. At this point care is needed because the linearized operator is not 
self-adjoint in L2 and so the natural splitting into tangential and normal 
components is not appropriate. Here and elsewhere it is convenient o work 
with the integrated Cahn-Hilliard equation 
qo, t) = 0, ii(1, t)=M 
ii,,(O, t) = ii,,( 1, t) = 0 
WW 
satisfied by 
ii(x, t) := 1; u(x, t) dx, 
and which has self-adjoint structure in L2 (cf. [B-F]). Utilizing this we can 
adapt the perturbation argument in [Fl] to our situation. Theorem B 
contains the results of this analysis. 
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 1 we introduce the precise 
definitions and state the main results. In Sections 2, 3, and 4 we give the 
proofs of Theorems C, A, and B, respectively. Finally in the appendix we 
include proofs mostly of previously known results that are used often in 
this paper. 
1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
We consider 
24, = ( - &%, + W(u)),, on $41) x (0, ~0) 
u.x = uxxx --0 x=0,1, t>o (CH) 
u(x, 0) = z&J(x). 
Hypotheses 
W is as in Fig. 1; more precisely W is a C4 function with exactly three 
critical points, a < y < /I, with a, /.I local minima and y a local maximum 
and W30, W(a)= W(fi)=O. Moreover W”(a), W”(B), -w”(y)>O. 
We remark that the assumption W(a) = W(B) can be made without loss 
of generality because W enters in the equation through its second 
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derivative (cf. Gurtin [G]). The precise functional setting and choice of 
initial conditions z+,(x) will be specified later. However, we note that by 
integrating (CH) formally, we have 
Conservation 
j; u(x, t) dx = J1 uo(x) dx = : M. 
0 
We will be considering initial conditions u. with mass A4 satisfying 
The equilibria (time independent solutions) of (CH) satisfy, for appropriate 
constant uE, the equation 
&=u,, - w’(u) = UE) O<x<l 
l&=0, x=0,1 
s 
1 
u(x) dx = M. 
0 
(E) 
The equilibria can also be characterized variationally as critical points in 
H’(0, 1) of the functional 
,(u)=s,: [;(.,,=+ W(u,]dx 
subject to the constraint 
5 
1 
udx=M, 
0 
in which case uE is the Lagrange multiplier. Global minimizers have been 
studied in [C-G-S] and have been shown to be monotone. 
By simple reflection arguments one can construct multilayered equilibria 
out of the global minimizers. In the present paper we will deal only with 
two-layer solutions constructed in this way. 
The Approximate Manifold 
Consider a two-layer equilibrium U(X) which is increasing on [O, 41 and 
which has mass M. We extend it periodically on R. We define the 
approximate manifold J? as the set of translates u’(x) = u(x - 0 (restricted 
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to [0, 11) that can be obtained from U(X) without introducing or eliminating 
interfaces in the interval [0, 11. Specifically 
where Z=(fl-M)/2(P--a) ( i.e., the asymptotic distance between a layer 
and the boundary of the interval) and 6,, < I is a fixed small positive 
number. Note that 
I 
1 
d(x) dx = M for all ~4~ E A!. 
0 
In our analysis the following related equation plays a central role: 
ii,= -&-j xxxx + (Vf4c))x 
iqo, t) = 0, G(l, t)=M UW 
i&Jo, t) = ii,,( 1, t) = 0. 
We will use the notation F(x) = j; F(s) ds. Note that if u is a solution to 
(CH) then ii satisfies (ICH). 
We seek the true invariant manifold .A! for (CH) in a neighborhood of 
A! (that connects the-two global minimizers). We employ a new coordinate 
system 
I 
1 
24 + (5, a IA = ut + UC, d(x) dx = 0, (iif$)=O 3 
0 
where ( .,. ) stands for the inner product in L2 and ii: = (a/at)iit;. 
Invariance of 4 
In order that A be invariant it is necessary that 
du z= ww: + u:, 
or 
( -&2uxx +Wu)),, = 4o(u: + 0:) (1) 
for appropriate scalar b(t). Imposing the boundary conditions, this is 
equivalent to 
-E2ii xxxx + (W4)L = w@: + fi:,. (2) 
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The Linearized Equation of the Mangold 
Consider the equation obtained by formally linearizing (2) about $, 
treating 17~ and b(t) as small terms: 
This equation provides a good approximation to the true speed b(5) on the 
manifold and corrects the boundary condition. 
THEOREM A. There is a unique pair (c(t), fir) that solves (LEM) and 
moreover the following estimates hold 
H,(x) d(x) dx - t&O) /; H,(x) dx) 
-;A1 j-’ I&(x)(x*-x)dx+&O(l) 1 
x (1 + O(e-‘““E/E5’2)), 
11tiq “4 = O(Uf(0)/Eg’2), 
(3) 
(4) 
where u = P(E) 
and U is a heteroclinic solution of 
o- W(U)=O, 
connecting a and 8; v is a fixed positive number as close to min{ ( W”(a))‘12, 
(W”(/I))“‘} as desired, dC=min{x,, l-x2}=1--1<1, x,=/+5, x2= 
1 - I + < are the locations of the layers, A:(E) is the principal eigenvalue 
of the linearized Cahn-Hilliard operator about u’, with corresponding 
eigenfunction H, , appropriately normalized. 
By Theorem C, below, 
0 < Af(&) = o((u$Jo))2/&3) = 0(e-*V6qE7) 
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and by Lemma A2 
u:(o) = O(e-“y&). 
The estimate (3) shows, in particular, that the speed c(5) (which by 
Theorem B below is of the same order of magnitude as the actual speed 
b(t)) is exponentially small. Note that the last two terms in (3) are 
exponentially smaller than the first; we could think of the first term as e-2’E 
and the rest as e- . 3/E Note also that c(0) = 0, as expected, since this 
corresponds to the equilibrium position. The proof of Theorem A is based 
on the spectral information recorded in Theorem C below. 
Coordinate System and the Equations 
Using Theorem A we reline our first approximation 3. We modify the 
original choice of coordinates accordingly, 
s 
1 
u + (5, WQ, u = p5 + WC, p’ = ut + e:, 
0 
w’dx=O, (15,‘,j$)=O. 
(5) 
We occasionally denote wt by w. We work with the integrated equation 
(ICH) and establish the existence of the Slow Motion Manifold JZ for this. 
Using the coordinates above we have 
and in terms of these, (ICH) takes the form 
a:C + @, = -E2(d$xxx + fi,,,) + WV: + @J), 
d(0, t)=d(l, t)=O 
d,(O, t) = G,,,( 1, t) = 0. 
(6) 
From (G, j$ ) = 0 we obtain by differentiating 
Also using (LEM) and the equation 
- E2qxxx + ( w’(q)), = 0, (8) 
we obtain 
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Using these identitities we obtain by projecting (6) on a,$, 
or more compactly 
Next let the fiber at lj. be the set 
F'= {Kd*(O, l)/(G, $)=O}. 
Projecting Eq. (6) on F' we obtain 
Gt = Q”( - ~~~~~~~ + (wl(P$ + GJ - W’(iif) - wv(ii$)g),) 
+ cQr(@ + P%,, 
where 
Recalling the identity 
<G,, p:> = -m, Pit> = -et<, OK% B:c> 
and defining the operator 
(12) 
we can rewrite the equation above in the form 
$'I = Q'( - t*tt,, + ( WN(p~)Gx)J + e(t, a) K'O 
+ Qe(( wl($$) - W'(ii$) - W'(z2f)t?~),) 
+ cQ5(i$) + Q5(( H"(d: + G,,) - W"(D:) - W-"(~f,~:>x, 
(13) 
w&>=o, 3=9,,=0 at x=0, 1. 
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Setting 
A”~=Qr,-&‘~,,,,+(wl(B~)~x)xl 
hi = Q5(( W’(jf) - W’(ii$) - W”(ii~)G~),) + cQ'($) 
hf(1-5) = Qs(( W’(p$ + d,) - W’(jT:)- W”(@$To,), 
hS(G) = hi + h:(3), 
we can rewrite the system (1 1 ), (13) compactly as 
In the following 6, > 0 is as given in the definition of 2, and v and 6, are 
as in Theorem A. Also H4’( = W4”*2) is the fractional Sobolev space in 
which the Cahn-Hillard equation can be formulated as an initial value 
problem [E-Z]; c1< 1 is taken large enough so that the imbedding 
H4” 4 C3 holds. 
THEOREM B. There exists Ed > 0 such that for E < q, there exist functions 
5 + iir in H4’, 5 --) b(t), 5 E (-I+ &, 1 -I&,), with the following properties 
0) <-+I;‘, 5+b(t) are Lipschitz continuous 
(ii) .&= (u=li’/[E(Z+&, Z-6,)) is an invariant manifold for the 
dynamical system defined by (CH) in H4” 
(iii) The flow on ~44 is described by the ordinary differential equation 
rj=W 
(iv) We have the estimates 
b(<)=o(erp( -:6;), b(O)=O, 
where 6; is any number less that 6,. 
Moreover the invariant manifold JY is hyperbolic, contains a unique 
equilibrium (the two layered equilibrium u”( .)) and J? is an open subset 
of U”S unstable manifold. 
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Remarks. The second estimate in part (iv) of Theorem B above follows 
from Eq. (10) and the estimates (3), (4), (15), and (88). We describe some 
of the less obvious points in the argument. 
Noting that 
wyp: + 6,) - wl(iq) - wll(q)a$ = w”(z?;)@x + o((q + ic,,)‘) 
we can rewrite the numerator of f3,(& G) in (10) as 
( - E2Ln + (w”(iQfi,) + O((6: + Gx)2)x, d(O) - d(x)) + O(eC3Y6;‘e), 
where estimates (4), (88) have been used. Using the periodicity of us(x) we 
can integrate by parts to obtain 
( -2fixxx + Wn(zi~)~x +O((Sf + G,,)2), u$) + O(eC3Y6F’E). 
Finally, integrating by parts once more and using the estimates (88), (8), 
and (A17) in the appendix we obtain 
(0((13:)~), uf) + O(e-3’6t’“). 
from which the result follows by (4) in Theorem A. 
We conjecture the stronger result 
lb(<) - c(<)l = O(e-3”6q 
which would follow from an improved estimate on tif in the interior of the 
interval. This in fact is the case for the bistable equation [Fl]. 
The Spectrum of the Linearized Cahn-Hilliard Operator 
For u5: in 2 consider the eigenvalue problem 
P5H = - E’H”” + ( W”(U~) H’)’ = A(E) H, O<x<l 
(ETP) 
H”=H=O, x=0, 1. 
THEOREM C. YE*’ has exactly one unstable eigenvalue, it is simple and 
exponentially small 
0 < L:(E) = O((U~~(O))~/E’) = O(e-2ysJe/t7) (15) 
the remaining spectrum consists entirely of eigenvalues and is bounded away 
from zero uniformly in 6, 
n!(E)< -c<o, i = 2, 3, . . . (16) 
C is independent of E, t. 
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2. THE SPECTRUM OF THE LINEARIZED CAHN-HILLIARD OPERATOR 
In this section we prove Theorem C. This result will subsequently be 
used in establishing Theorems A and B. Our proof will proceed in a series 
of lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.1. For E small enough the principal eigenoalue If(&) of Year is 
positive. 
Proof: We have the characterization 
where If(s) is denoted by I,, 
Z(q5) = - 1’ [E2(qY’)2 + w”(u~)(qs’)2] dx 
0 
and the sup is taken over C2 functions vanishing on the boundary. 
Following [C-G-S] we let 
qo=d x (thereforej: rlodx=O) 
+l=‘lo+h,, 
(17) 
where vi is an arbitrary but fixed smooth function with zero average, 
jA?~idx=O, and ~~(O)-r1~(1)#0. For 4 with 4’=~ 
Z(d) = - I1 (E2[?b +kq;12 + wl(U~)[~o + kqJ2) dx 
0 
= - 
s 
; (E’(&)~+ W”(d)t& dx 
- 2k j-’ (~~$,q; + W”(d) qoq,) dx + O(k2). 
0 
From (E) and (17) 
&Ztj;j - w”(uqr/o = 0, 
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and so we obtain 
= - s ; [E*(&)* + W”(d)tj;] dx + c*(t&,qJ;. 
By periodicity of uc, the boundary contribution above is zero. 
Since 
it follows that Z(4) = -2ks2uf,(1)(q,(1) - ~~(0)) + O(k2) from which we 
obtain the desired conclusion. m 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A:(E) be an eigenoalue of (EBP) with i> 1. Then for E 
sufficiently small 
If(&)< -c-co, 
where C is a constant. 
Proof We will compare the spectrum of Yesr with that of the bistable 
operator 
t?gY - Fv(ut)lj/ = /i(&)IC/, O<x<l 
ly=o, x=0, 1. 
(LBS) 
It is known [N-F, C-P] that for E sufficiently small (LBS) has precisely 
two positive eigenvalues pi, p2 which are O(e-“‘) and that the rest of the 
spectrum is negative and bounded away from zero uniformly in E. We refer 
the reader to the appendix for the details. Let ,& = -pk with eigenfunction 
yk. 
(1) For hE L* let ak= (h, $k). Then 
(Ah, h) := 8’ j-’ (h’)2 dx + j1 W”(u~) h2 dx 
0 0 
m 
=c a:jik=afjil +a:p2+fa:jik 
1 3 
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Choose h such that 
101 
Then 
Set 
Then 
and 
S(E) = 1 - ai. (18) 
(Ah, h) 2 fi3 b(E) - O(eC+) 2 C3 B(E) - O(e-‘I”), (19) 
where C3 is given in (A3)(iii), and where the estimate (A3)(ii) for pi was 
used. 
(2) In the computations that follow f stands for the integral average of 
f: With h as above 
(3) Next we employ the variational characterization of the eigenvalues 
for (ETP) 
--A2 = Max Min 
4 <H,d>=O 
where 4, and H vanish at x = 0, 1. With h as above set 
H(x) = j-; h(x) dx, 4x) = b&b). 
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Then 
Therefore 
(Ah, h) = j’ [E’(H”)* + W”(uc)(H’)*] dx 2 C3 b(c) - O(e-@). (22) 
0 
On the other hand the denominator in (21) can be estimated as follows 
H(x)=jxh~x~dx=~~~i,-~,~dx+~~Ch-~~l-6~~1dX 
0 0 
ah+ v-(ti,-$l)ll 
~~C~:+ll~-~~,-~,~l1211’2 
6 2@(E))‘? 
Therefore 
s 
1 P(x) dx < 48(E). (23) 
0 
(4) B(E)> KE, for some positive constant K. To verify this recall the 
definition of B(E), 
1-a; 1 
b(E)= 1 -a1 =l+cr,32 [l-a:1 
For k E L* with Ilk11 = 1 let 
Q(k) := (k, $1)‘. 
Then 
max 
j;kd.r=O,(k,&>=O 
Q(k)< max Q(k) 
f;kdx=O 
Therefore 
so 
a:=Q(W IM,ll’-$:=I -$:, 
8(E) > $6:. 
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It is easy to show that 
asymptotically, where U is the heteroclinic solution to 
o- W’(U)=O. 
Therefore, for E small, we have 
(5) (Conclusion). Set 
Then 
6(&)&p&. 
H(x) = 1; h(x) dx. 
(H, ICI;> = <h, $2) =a 
Going back to (21) and using (22), (23), and step (4) we have 
j,!, [Ed’ + W”(U~)(H’)~] dx = (Ah, h) 
1; HZ dx j; H2 dx 
~ C3 8(e) - O(e-‘I’) 
f:,H2dx 
, C3 S(e) - O(eCc”) 
/ 
48(E) . 
Noting that the choice of H is not restrictive, we deduce by (21) 
gnJ (--12(E))D$ 1 
E-PO 
Remark. We note that in general the eigenvalues of the linearized 
Cahn-Hilliard operator are not simple, but the above lemma implies the 
simplicity of 1,. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let H, be the principal eigenfunction of (ETP) normalized 
with the requirement 
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Then we have the estimates 
II&- PC: - HI IIHk = w4,ml~k) 
= O(e-vS<IE/E2+k), 
where p = P(E) satisfies 
k = 0, 1, 2, 
where U is the heteroclinic solution of 
u- W(U)=O, 
connecting u and /3. 
Prooj? From Eq. (8) we obtain 
E2Wllll -(w”(u~)w’)‘=O 
for 
Set 
w=w- y(x’-*)+d(O)]. 
[ 
A calculation shows that w satisfies 
E2W”” - ( W”(U’)W’)’ = u~,(O)( wII(zd)(x - %)), 
WC ,” = 0, x=0, 1. 
Denoting by Q the right side of the equation above we discover that 
H, - W satisfies 
E2( H, - Iv)“” - ( W”(u’)(H, - W)‘)’ = -IZ,H, - Q 
H,--G=((H,-G)“=O, x=0, 1. 
Next we consider the representation 
H,-G=c,H,+R, 
3 We are indebted to Paul Fife for suggesting this argument. 
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R 1 H,, c1 constant. From the equation for H, - W above we obtain an 
equation for R: 
&‘R”” - ( W”(uc) R’)’ = -A,H,( 1 - cl) - Q 
R = R” = 0, x=0, 1. 
Multiplying this equation by R and integrating by parts we obtain after 
using (16) and the simplicity of 1, 
(Const) 1: R2 dx 6 1: [c2(R”) + W”(ur)(R’)‘] dx= - jd QR dx, (*) 
and so by ignoring the middle part 
IlRll G (Const) IIQII. 
From this estimate and by using the middle part and a simple interpolation 
argument we obtain 
IIR’II do IIQII. & 
Returning to the representation of H, - W and reverting to w we have 
H,( 1 - c,) = w + R - [$ &(0)(x2 -x) + 16(o)] 
= w - d(O) + R - 4 &(0)(x2 -x) 
= -12: + R - ; &(0)(x’ - x), 
where the identity 
w(x) = d(x) = -2qx) + d(0) 
was used. Differentiating with respect o x we obtain 
H;(l-c,)=u:+R’-f&(0)(2x-l) 
and so by the estimate on R’ above and the normalization on H’, we obtain 
11 - c,I = IlUfl/ + O(U~,(O)/&“2). 
At this point by using asymptotic information on uf recorded in Lem- 
ma A2 in the appendix and familiar arguments involving stretching of 
variables (see Appendix), we easily arrive at 
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Setting 
we have 
and so by the estimate in Lemma A2 
This proves the estimate for k = 0. Returning to the estimate for IlR’II we 
easily obtain a corresponding estimate for llR”ll by using (*). These 
estimates give the result for k = 1, 2. 1 
LEMMA 2.4. 
AI = O((u~,(0))2/e3) = O(eC2va~‘E/e7). 
ProoJ Using Lemma 2.1 we have 
(24) 
o < A1 = j: b2(W2 + W”(uS)W;)21 dx 
si H;dx 
1 
where HI is normalized by requiring llH;II = 1. In this proof set 
Z=fipii:. 
(1) We begin with the identity 
I I [c’(H;)‘+ W”(U’)(H;)~] dx 0 
=& ‘J; [(HI-z)“12dx+j-; V”‘(ue)[(H,-z)‘12dx 
+ j-’ [Ebb + W”(U~)(Z’)~] dx 
0 
+2 E2 
1 J 
’ (H, -z)” z” dx + j’ W”(z&(H, -z)’ z’ dx 
0 0 
=: z+ zz+ zzz. 
(25) 
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Recall that 
Z=JTpii:, n:(x) = d(0) - d(x). 
Therefore z satisfies 
E2Z 1111 - ( W”( UC) 2’)’ = 0. 
On the other hand H, satisfies 
c2H;” -(W”(ur)H;)‘=l,H,, 
and so subtracting the equations 
e2(H, - 2)“” - ( W”(uS)(H, - z)‘)’ = I, H1. 
Multiplying (26) by z and integrating we obtain 
c21’(HI-z)““zdx-j’(W”(u’)(H,-z)‘)’zdx 
0 0 
(26) 
= I, j; H,z dx. 
Integrating by parts after noting the periodicity of z and that z(0) = 0 we 
obtain that 
;IIZ=l, /‘H,zdx. (27A) 
0 
On the other hand from the z-equation we see that 
zz= 0. 
Finally by Lemma 2.3 
(27~) 
Z= 0((~~,(0))~/.5*)= O(eC2”6c’E/tF). (27C) 
(2) Next we go back to (25), and using (27A), (27B), and (27C), we 
discover that 
O<l*= - JJH,))Z ‘([% j; H,zdx]+O((uj,(0))‘k2)) 
and so 
> 
1 
= w4xw)2/~2) I(H,(,2’ (28) 
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By Lemma 2.3 
1: H,z dx = O(e-“SCiE/c3’2) + 1: z2 dx 
= O(e-v6q&3’2) + E/l2 IJd - uyo)ll’ >o 
[IHI 11’ = ep2 l/u5 - u’(O)(J 2 + O(e-YBC’E/c3/2) 
and so (24) follows from (28). 1 
3. THE LINEARIZED EQUATIONS OF THE MANIFOLWTHE FIRST TERM 
IN THE ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION OF THE SPEED 
In this section we give the proof of Theorem A. Recall (LEM): 
(1) Set 
-&28:xxx+ (w”(d)ef), = c(# 
lF=o, x=0,1 
85 = -fir xx XX) x=0,1 
(fit, ii;> =o. 
ko *=6t+Z [x2-x] 
Then 6 satisfies 
kg(E) = iif,( 
(29) 
where p is as in Lemma 2.3. 
(2) Set 
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where H, is the principal eigenfunction of (ETP) normalized so that 
llH;II = 1. 
Then .? satisfies 
-E2.F xxxx + ( W”(u~)z,), = A@)(? - a) 
+ ci”; (31) 
z”=Z xx = 0, 
(3) The map i? + z”. We write 
where 
By Lemma 2.3 
II,,& pii: -H, II = O(ecv6@/c2). (32) 
Since II HI (1 - Const fi we conclude that 
IlQ(tC) - 311 = O(epY6@/c5’2) ~~i?~~, (33) 
i.e., Q is a small perturbation of the identity. This also gives 
IlZ- $11 d O(eCY6c’E/c5’2) )(GlI + 0(2.&O)). (34) 
(4) The map c + r?(c). Consider Eq. (30) without the condition on 
(G, 6 pii:). By the results in Section 2 (or by an easy direct argument) 
0 is not an eigenvalue of (EOP) and therefore for every c there is a unique 
solution G(c) which is an affrne function of c: 
G(c)=K,c+K*, K, = Ki(X) 
-&*K;“’ + ( W”(z&K;) = i-i: (35) 
K,=K;‘=O, x=0,1 
-c*K;rrr+ (w.(d)K;)‘=: (W”(u5)(2x- l))‘=:g (36) 
K2=K;=0, x=0, 1. 
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By using Theorem C we obtain 
K = (a,H,) HI +Kl 2 --m 2 4 
IlK: IlH2 < Const II611 = O(u$I(O)/Jc). 
(5) Estimating (a, H,). A simple computation reveals that 
(a,Hl) =s2k&)[H;(1)- H;(O)] +A$)/; H,(x)$x2-x) dx. (37) 
Furthermore using (we show this later) 
-~~u$(o)[H;(l)- H;(O)] =A$) J; H,u5 dx-u’(0) j.; H, dx) (38) 
we obtain from (37) 
(a, H,) = -u:(O) H,(x) u’(x) dx - u{(O) j-i H,(x) dx) 
-; A+) 1; H,(x)(x2 -x) dx}. 
Derivation of (38): Recall equation (ETP), (8): 
-c’H;rr + ( W”(uS)H;)’ = if(c 
H,=H;=O at x= 0, 1 
--E2(uC)“+ w”(d)u* =o x x * 
Set 
u = UC, H= H,, w=uz, A = A:(&). 
Multiplying (40) by U, (41) by H’ and adding we obtain 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
1 1 
-E2 I H lNru dx - E’ 0 s 
w”H’ dx + 
0 s 
’ ( W”(u) H’)’ u dx 
0 
+ j-l W”(u) wH’dx=l j; Hudx. 
0 
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After integrating by parts several times, this expression reduces to 
- E’w’H’ 1; - E’uH” ) :, + W”(u) H’u I:, = A 1; HZJ dx. (42) 
On the other hand by integrating (40) we obtain 
-e2H”‘\;+ W”(u)H’I;=i.[; Hdx. (43) 
Equation (38) now follows from (42) and (43). Here we used the 
periodicity of u’(x). 
(6) Satisfying the orthogonality condition. Consider the form of Eq. (31). 
By making use of the self-adjointness of the operator and the simplicity of 
the principal eigenvalue we conclude that choosing the constant c, such 
that the right hand side of (31) is orthogonal to HI, gives rise to a unique 
solution .? satisfying the same orthogonality condition. Such a c is deter- 
mined by 
c(~:,H1)+11((Z-~),H1)= -+((W”(u’)(Zx-l)),,H,) 
or equivalently 
c(i.$, HI)= -A,((?-G), HI)- (a, H,). (4) 
BY (34) (35), (36) 
II?- fill d O(e-“dt’e/e5/2)[ IIK,II ICI + IIK2)l] + O(u$jO)) 
< O(e-Y6~lE/~5~2) I<$, H,)I 
21 
+Const Ilii$l ICI 1 
+ ,(,-Y”‘/“p2) 
[ 
I <a;Hl )I 
+ wm/J3 + we(0)), 
1 1 
and so using (44) and the expression for z”- tz, we have 
c<i$, H,) 
( 
1+ U&/b+-H,) 
IIHI II 
+h<K:,fi~fi:-fh) 
> 
=-<cHl) l+,IH,ll 
( 
L <H,,&+H,)) 
+ 21 w:(o)). 
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Using the estimate in Lemma 2.3, and the estimate on K: in step 4 above, 
we obtain 
c(ii$, H,)(l + O(e-vSC”/c2)) 
= - (6, H,)(l + O(e-YbS’“/E2)) + 1,O(uz(O)). 
Using (39), this takes the form 
c( ii:, H, ) = z&O) [-k&G 0: H,(x) d(X) dx - u’(0) j1 H,(x) dx) 0 
-;llj-o1 H,(*)(x’x)dx}+i,O(l)] (l+O(e-“+/c2)). 
Finally to arrive at (3) we calculate with the help of (32), 
(ii:, H,) =fip(ii:, ii:) + O(e-‘6t’“/c2) 
=JC,u(ii:, ii:)(l + O(e-yd~‘“/P)). 
(7) The &estimate. Consider (31) for the unique c determined by (44), 
-E22”,,,, + (WN(UgZJ* - Ali 
= -i,~+(w.(u’)~(2x-l)),+CliF (45) 
T=z” xx = 0, x=0, 1, (z”, H,)=O, 
and recall the definition of Q: 
Q(iG)=i+(?(x*-x),J;pi$$. (46) 
1 
BY (33) 
and so Q-l exists in L2. 
Set 
IIQ -4 = o(l), 
S= Q-l, 
and note that llS[l N 1. From (46) 
E=SZ” @x2--X),fi@) s(&). 
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Substituting for I% in (45) 
- E2Lx -(wl’(u’)z,),-n,z 
= -I,Sz”-A, (;(x2-xLm:) s(&) 
( 
ko + W”(d) -y (2x- 1) 
) 
+ cz$, 
x 
and so using the fact that 1, is bounded uniformly in E, < we further obtain 
- E22xxxx +(w”(u~)~,),-A1z= -n,S~+O(u~(O)/JT) (47) 
.? = z,, = 0, x=0, 1, (2, Hl)=O. 
Taking the inner product of (47) with Z 
< - ~2z”xxxx + ( W”(u~)TJ, - l,z’, 2) 
d n,(sz, -3 + ocuswlJI) llz”ll, 
and using (16) in Theorem C we obtain 
c 11412 < h(l + Q(l)) M2 + wm/~) Ml- 
Noting that A, + 0 as E -+ 0 and absorbing the first term on the right of the 
inequality we conclude that 
112”ll = 0(4(0)/~) 
and hence by a simple interpolation argument 
Tracing back 
llZll”4 = o(u;(o)/&9’2). 
IIo^‘II H.4 = o(u$(o)/&9’2). 
Remarks. (1) We note that in the proof of Theorem A we made use of 
(16) and from (15) only its mild consequence that 1, +O as E + 0. 
(2) Since v is any value in an open interval we may (and subse- 
quently will) replace quantities of the form O(e-Ys@/s”) by O(e-YSC/E), 
4. THE INVARIANT MANIFOLD 
We refer the reader to system (14) and the related discussion for 
explanations on the notation. The main points of this section that lead to 
a proof of Theorem B are 
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Exponentional Smallness of f3(& w), h{(w). 
Estimates on the solution map of the “curvature equation” I$~ = K5#. 
Exponential bounds for the solution map of 4, = A 5(r)# + t(t) K”“4 on 
the libration Fccr). 
Set up of the contraction map that captures the Invariant Manifold as 
a fixed point. 
(1) In this subsection 11 I/= denotes the norm of the Sobolev space H4’, 
which is the appropriate space for formulating the Cahn-Hilliard equation 
as an initial value problem. We refer the reader to [E-Z] for more details. 
For the next lemma we choose 012 3 so that H4” 4 C’. We denote L* by X0 
and H4” by .Y” and B, the open r-ball in X”. 
LEMMA 4.1. The function 8: R x B, + IR 
(5, G) -+ et59 @) 
is C’ and for r <exp( -(V/E) 6,) and E sufficiently small satisfies the 
estimates 
lO(<, S)l = O(e-2’6+) (48) 
le(51, G1,)-Qt2, +,)I ~~(e-2Y6t9(151-521 + Il~‘l-@211a). (49) 
Proof: Ver$cation of (48). c(l) satisfies (48) (by (3)) and since e. is 
bounded (by the smallness of 6:; see statement at the end of the proof) 
(48) holds for c(r)e,. Next we check el. For the computation that follows 
we recall that p”<(O) = 0, p’( 1) = M for all 5. 
We begin with the numerator, 
( - ~*~xxx.x + (W’($$ + G ) - w(q) - w”(iif)e&, $) 1 
c--E 2 s fi’, i& dx - s l W”(iif) fixi& dx + O(e-2”6d’), 0 0 
where estimate (4) was used. Continuing 
I 1 1 =E 2 I?‘,~ iif, dx + s ~“(11:) G,iif, dx + O(ep2’S”“). (50) 0 0 
On the other hand 
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and so replacing the first term in (50) we obtain 
= &2~xii~xx 1; + O(d”6”“) 
= 0(,-W/“) 
In the last step we used an exponential estimate on (T, due to Carr, Gurtin, 
and Slemrod [C-G-S] (see Lemma A2 in Appendix). Finally we note that 
the denominator in 8, is well behaved by (4) and so estimate (48) is 
established. 
Verification of (49). We write 
G lw,, oh - ec, ~~11 + im, G*) - e(t2, ~~11. (51) 
For estimating the first term we study the derivative of the map 
i+ + ( -&*ti&x + (w’(pt + ic,,) - W(ii$) - w”(ii;)efr),, 6:). 
Computing we find 
h + ( - ~*kxxx + ( W’Vf + fixV,L P: > 
= -8 * I ’ h,,&,dx-j-’ w”(@) $,hX dx + O(ewvS@) Ilhjl, 0 0 
(by (4)) 
=E*h fit x &~*j; Lfi:,,+OWv6”7 llhll, 
= O(e-““‘) jlhll,. 
and so the desired bound for the first term in (51) is obtained. For 
estimating the second term we need tedious but rather routine estimates on 
(&(5)/a& (a@/&$). It is at this point that we make use of the extra 
smoothness on W. We omit the details. 1 
Similar (though simpler) arguments establish the following. 
LEMMA 4.2. The function in (14) 
h:RxB,-+L* 
(t, *1) + h’(G) 
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with r and B, as in Lemma 4.1, is C’ and satisfies the estimates 
11h’(3))1.2=max(O(e-2’6’1”), O(eP”‘E”6C+2d))) (52) 
Ilh’l(G,) - h5z(fi2)llL2 6 max(O(eP2Yd’E) O(ePY6~‘“))(j5r - t21 + 11@i - I’t2/lol), 9 
where d=min{l, f-f}. 
(2) Consider the fibration 
The canonical map on L2 that leaves the libration invariant is generated by 
(53) 
We denote the solution operator by @(<, [). Clearly @(<, 5) is a linear 
homeomorphism of L2 into itself. In the following lemma we list some of 
its properties. 
LEMMA 4.3. (a) @(<, [): F e + Fr and moreover on the fibration, @ is an 
isometry, 
llW5, <MILK= llc4l~~~ hf”. (54) 
(b) The adjoint of @(<, <) is denoted by (@(& [))* and can be 
identified with the solution operator @*([, <) generated by 
(55) 
(c) Assume that l, [E R’ are in a compact interval I. Then there exist 
positive numbers c, j2 > 0 independent of r, {, E, such that 
(A) II@(k ~M-~lli+~~~-p It-t1 IMIL2 
(B) ll@(L mll.~~(1+~~-” K-4) IMIIL~~ 
Proof: (a) Immediate from (53): 
(56) 
$PW)=O, f w, p:>=o. 
(b) Follows from standard general facts. 
(c) Let 
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and set 
qG= a’$ + a< 7 (at, a:> = 0. 
By differentiating (57) and by taking into account (53) we obtain 
(aSp:+a 5 -c ‘Pd p~+a~p~+atjjr;,+a 
<P:> a:> 
: = 0. 
By taking the inner product with p: and using 
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(57) 
(58) 
we obtain 
Therefore 
Substituting this in (58) we obtain 
p:t- 
and therefore 
Therefore using the smallness of 5: (simple consequence of (4)) and the 
asymptotic information on U< (Appendix) we obtain that 
IIacl12 < lla5112 + (Const)s-‘I* I5 - 0 Id. 
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Using the relation between us and ae above and the fact that II$II, is 
essentially a constant we obtain from (57), 
M’IlZ= llf~~/l:+ la512 Ild:lli 
< Ilq5ell~ (1+ (Const)s-fi Ir-[l)2. 
for any ii> i. This proves (56)(B). To prove (56)(A) we note that by 
definition 
Now provided W is smooth enough so that j$ is in H4 we have via (56)(B) 
and (4) (and its consequences) that 
(1 
<@(r, 04, dir> 
(&,p;) p; p’ (1 <Const E~~E-“~ ll&llH4 ~~~~~2 
and so (56)(A) follows. 1 
(3) In this section we study the equation 
q$, = Ar(‘)q!J +[(t) Ky4 
$4(s) EFECS’, 
(59) 
where t(t) is assumed to be a known function with appropriate properties 
to be specified later. We will denote the solution operator for (59) by 
s(t, s, 47. I), i.e., S(s, S, l( .)) = Z and i(t) = S(t, s, t( .)) $(s) satisfies the 
differential equation in (59). As mentioned already in the introduction we 
can give meaning to (59) by using the family of global homeomorphisms 
@(<, 5) to map back onto a fixed fiber. More specially we set 
where 
e= 5(0, 
and find that $ satisfies 
5 = 5(t), $(t) E FE, 
(60) 
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In the subsequent analysis we show that Be(t) is a lower order term. We 
remark that the basic scale of spaces X” = H4” induces naturally a corre- 
sponding scale on each fiber Fr. On the other hand by a simple argument 
based on Theorem C and estimate (4) it can be shown that the operator A5 
has its spectrum bounded away from zero uniformly over the tibration and 
so can be used itself to generate a scale of spaces by setting /1&1, = 
I[( -A’)* dIILz, 4~ FS. Standard theory shows that the two scales are 
equivalent and so we do not distinguish between them. For a 2 0 there 
exist j?, N > 0 such that 
(61) 
for 4 E F’. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let c( .): R -+ (-I+ &,, I- 6,) be a function with a con- 
tinuous derivative satisfying I<(t)1 < CE” with C, v >O. Then for v > 2 and 
E > 0 small enough the solution operator S( t, s, t(. )): F”“’ + I;““( t > s) is 
well defined and satisfies 
(62) 
for M1, fll > 0 independent of E, s, t, q5 E F <(‘). In these considerations a is 
chosen large enough so that H4’ 4 C3. 
Proof: (a) We begin with the derivation of a simple estimate: 
II~5K)tillL~ G (ConsW* I<- 4 1111/ll,. (63) 
By (53) we obtain 
+A511/ - A$ (64) 
5os/90/1-9 
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We treat the second integral in (64), which is the most singular, and leave 
the rest of the details to the reader. 
< (Const) 1’ I(@(r, 5) At+, &>I dr 
c (65) 
(by (4)). 
By using the adjoint (cf. (55)) we have 
(@(r, 5) A% &) = Wih @*Cl, r)&) 
= (-&*I) xxxx+ W’VfhkL Q’P*C d&D 
= C-~*vL,,+ J+“‘(P:)kl Q’(@*K dP;,,l:, 
+ <&*Lx - ~(P:)rclx, (Q’(@*G 4&L). (66) 
For estimating the terms in (66) we need information on the adjoint 
@*(& r). From (55) 
@*(t, r)p(x) = p(x) + j’ (i;;;;(;;;p’ a;, ds (67) 
and by (4) 
Setting p = &, i = 0, 1 we obtain via (56)(B), (4) the estimate 
l(@*(t, r)&)(i)l GConst(l + k-51). 
A similar estimate holds for IPC(@*(& r)&)(i)( and so the boundary 
terms in (66) can be handled. 
The remaining term can be split into two parts by writing Qe = I- PC. 
The contribution due to Z is the most singular. To handle this we differen- 
tiate (67) with respect to x. Then by (56)(B) straightforward estimation 
gives 
llama,,, - ~w11/xll L” ll@(57 m&II LI 
G cc-* IIJ/II, 
and so we are set. We omit the rest of the argument. 
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(b) Recall Eq. (60) 
$t=~FI(,+e3tk t= ao, ti = IC/(t)* 
From the variation of constants formula, (61), (63), it follows that for t > i 
(lyQ(t)lla<Ne-P(‘-i) II Wk + WonsWZ 
x 
s 
t, (t-r)-“emPcrpr) It(r)-[I Ilr(/(r)lla dr 
and by taking into account the assumption on [: 
Ir(r)-51~C&“lr-il~C&“It-il, 
we obtain that 
Mt)ll, G iwB(‘-i) IW(Oll, 
+ N(Const) .zY-2(t - i) jz: (t - r))a e-B(r-“) Il$(r)llol dr, 
and equivalently for p(t) = eBt Ilt,b(t)ll o1 we have 
p(t)~~~(i)+N,I’(t--r)lp(r)dr, i 
IV, = N(Const) ~“-~(t - i), Odcl<l. 
By a variant of the Gronwall Lemma [Am, He] 
p(t) 6 KNP(O 
with 
m [N,(t-i)‘P”r(l-u)]’ 
K=l+ 1 
j=l r(j(1 -a)+ 1) * 
Now choose an integer n such that 
fl=/?-tin (2N)>O, 
(68) 
(69) 
fix it and set t = n + i. Then since N, + 0 as E --) 0 by choosing E small 
(depending on n) we can achieve K< 2. Thus from (69) we obtain 
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and therefore 
(70) 
Now from 
qqi+ n) = @(at+ n), Hi)) Ic/(i+ n) 
by (56) and (70) 
llqqi+n)ll.<(l +%y-2an) Il$(t+n)ll, 
< (1 + &Y-2an)e-8~ IltjQ(t)ll,, (71) 
where d(t) := q5( 5( t)). 
Noting that #(r) = e(t), f or E small (depending only on the fixed n) we 
obtain from (71) 
(72) 
Let t - s = jn + r, 0 < z < n. Then by induction from (72) we obtain 
I14wme-Bnj’2 IM~N,. (73) 
On the other hand 
ll~(t)ll.<2Ne-P’ l14(~-~Na~2~e~Br’2 l14(t-7)IIa 
and therefore 
ll~(~)ll.~2~e~‘6’2~(t-~~ lM~)ll~. 
The first estimate in (62) is established. The argument for the second 
estimate is a close variant and it is omitted. 
The following lemma can be established by similar arguments. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let c$( .), [( .): IFk’ + ( -I’+ &, I- 6,) be bounded functions 
with continuous first derivative satisfying the condition 
m, lRt,l < CEV. 
Then for v > 2 and E small enough and for (b E Fs’“‘, t > s, we have 
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where MZ, p2, p2 are positive constants independent of E, 5, 5; and 
we, L t) := @(5(t), 5(t)). 
It is convenient to extend the fibration Fr for all 5 E R. For this purpose 
we set 
1 
FC for cE(--1+6,1-J) 
f’= F-1+6 for t<--f+S 
Fl-6 for 521-s. 
i 
Y(L WI for <E(--l+36/2,1-3612) 
y^(Lo)= 0 for t#(-Z+S,Z-6) 
smooth cut-off otherwise, 
where 6 is a number in the interval (a,, I) and ~(5, o) stands for 0(<, w) or 
h’(w). Similarly we extend the definition of the approximate manifold 3. 
We need to modify system (14) accordingly. To keep the notation 
manageable we continue to denote the fibration and the system with the 
same symbols and continue to refer to it as system (14). Clearly estimates 
(48), (49), (52) still hold. 
(4) The set of sections. Let C be the set of sections 5 --* aTE F5 which 
satisfy 
WII .<e- Yale = D 
II@(L W-aellaGA It;-& ’ r, eER 
A > 0 a constant, a E (0, 1) such that H4a 4 C3. 
We denote the section 5 + at by a. The set of bounded sections in X” is 
a Banach space with lllalll = supeew Ilarllor. 
For a E C let l(t) = 5( t, q, a) stand for the solution to 
C = e(t, a’) 
5(O) = ?. 
From Lemma 4.1 we have that t(t) = 0(e-2’5’“) with 6 = 6,. 
The following lemmas are needed to set up the contraction. 
(74) 
LEMMA 4.6. Let t(t) = <(t, q, a), l(t) = t(t, rj, 5) be solutions to (74). 
Assume a, 6 E C and t < 0. Then the following estimate holds: 
Ht)-&tN Gew(--Et)(lrl--r?l + llb-4ll)- llb--Ill 
2 := O(e-‘SIE). (75) 
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Proof: By Lemma 4.1 
10(&a’) - e(5; at)1 < O(e-v6”)(l< - 4 + IId -0~11.). 
Write 
(76) 
Therefore 
By Lemma 4.3 
Therefore using the definition of o we have 
lla5--dlla< llla-f?lJI +ConstE-2” It-51 +A It-Q. (77) 
Substituting in (76) we obtain 
lIO(t, orI - f3(tT, hl 6 W-YS’“)(lS - tI + 1115 - 411) 
from which (75) follows. 1 
LEMMA 4.7. Let h5(iG) be the function in Lemma 4.2. Then for a, Cr in C 
we have the following estimate 
ll@(l > 5) h’(a’) - he(+?llL2 
<max(O(e-“6’“), O(e-2Yd~“))(~~-~l + Illa-5111). 
Proof: We start with some identities: 
Q([, <) hr(ac) - h[(&) = (@([, <) hS(a5) - he(ae)) 
+ (h’(a[) - he(d)) 
=:T,+T, 
T, = @(& 0 hs(@(t, 5) @(6 t)a5) - he(a’) 
= C@(L t)(h’(@(L e) @(5; 5)a5) - he(@(5, be))1 
+ C@i(& 0 he(@(t, be) -he(@(5, 5)a’)l 
+ [hF(@(5 9 ()a[) - he( 
=: TI1 + T,* + T,,. 
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By Lemma 4.2 
11 T211 L2 6 max(O(e-‘S’“), O(eC’“@)) (I(0 - Sl(1. 
Next by (56)(B) we have 
(78) 
IIT,,IIL2<Const 6cp llh5(@(L 0 O(t, t)05)-h5(@(t, tIoe)llL2, (79) 
since <, [ are in compact set. Furthermore by (52) 
IIT,,(l.2~max(O(e-‘6’“), O(eC2dv’“)) 
x (15 - 4 + 11@(5,5) @(5, w - @(L mid (80) 
In the derivation of (80) we make use of the estimate 
ll@(L 0 @(5; Wll, = ll~511a < Pa’& 
which holds by the definition of C, and also we make use of the estimate 
ll@(t, 5b’ll, = We-‘6’“) 
which follows from the H4’ version of (56)(A) as well as the definition of 
C. Finally by the definition of C 
II@(L 5b5--.ellaG~ I<-(I 
and so 
IIT111/L2~max(O(e~‘6’“), O(e-2Yd’“)) I<--[I. 
By similar arguments we have 
II T1211L2 6 Const I< - 4 llhT@(C, Of~~ll E-~, 
from which we obtain 
(81) 
(82) 
IIT12)IL2~max(O(e-‘“‘“), O(eCZYd’“)) l&[l. 633) 
In the same way 
IIT,,IIL2~max(O(e~‘6’“), O(e-2Yd’“)) It--Q. (84) 
The lemma now follows by putting together (78), (81), (83) (84). [ 
Conclusion: The Contraction 
Let t(t) be a solution to (74). It follows from Lemma 4.4 that for 0e.E 
the equation (cf. (14)) 
iG, = ATTJ + e(t(t), &‘)) Kt(r)E + @(r++(t)) (85) 
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has a unique solution bounded in (-co, t]. We define (Gu)~ to be the 
value of this solution at t = 0, 
(Gu)~ = !‘” S(0, s, (( .)) h5(S)(u5(S)) ds. (86) 
-m 
LEMMA 4.8. For E small enough Eq. (86) defines a map G: C -+ Z that is 
a contraction. 
Proof From Lemmas 4.4, 4.2 it follows that for E sufficiently small 
Il(Go)“ll, d Ml max(O(e-*“““), O(eP(Y/E)(6+2d) ))j” (--s)-‘eplSds (87) -cc 
which proves that IIIGa(l/ <D. To show that under the same assumptions 
Ga satisfies also the other condition required for a section to be in C, and 
at the same time to show that G is a contraction on C, we estimate the 
expression 
@(tj, q)(Ga)” - (GC)” 
= C@(ri, r) S(s, 5t.l) h%‘)- SO, Cf.,, h’W’)l h 
’ = s C@(r?, rl)S(s, <(.I) @(t, 0 -Sk &))I @CL 5) h%‘) ds -‘w 
5) h’(&)- h’(ae)] ds 
=: II +z,. 
From Lemmas 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 it follows that 
111,11,~&-“2j~m eBzs II@(& 8 hS(aC)IIL2 
X 
U 
S”(-r)p”(r-s)-“[c(r)-[(r)\dr)ds 
dMz(l +C)E-(~‘Z+1’2)e--“6’&(JI]-~I + lj~a--ajll) 
0 
X 
s 
e(B2 - fb 
--oo > 
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<Id, Const max(O(epv6’“), O(e-2Yd’“)) 
s 
0 
X loo C-s)- “eB’“Ot(~)-tX~)I + Illo-~lll)ds 
<AI, Const max(O(e-‘6’“), O(e-2Yd’“)) 
x(lq-(il+ll~t~-ti\ll)j‘~ (-s)-oLe(B’-“)sds. 
-‘x 
Therefore we have 
II@@% v)(Go)“- (W”II,G lV,ll,+ IlZ2ll, 
< Const max(O(e-“S’“), O(e-2vd’E)) 
x (I? -ril + IIl(T- allI ). 
This inequality with 0 = 6 shows that for E small Ga satisfies the second 
condition in the definition of C. The same inequality for q = rf shows that 
G is a contraction on C. To complete the proof of Theorem B we reason 
as follows. First by the argument above for each 6 we obtain an invariant 
manifold. Next we observe that each one of these manifolds contains the 
two-layered equilibrium and therefore we conclude that the manifolds have 
to coincide on their common domain of definition. 1 
Remark. From (87) we see that the fixed point lies in a smaller ball 
than it was a priori assumed. It follows that the size of $ is determined by 
the size of 0(<, 0), hr(0). Examination of the proofs of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 
reveals that 
llfill, = O(e-2”d@). (88) 
APPENDIX 
In this section we deal mainly with the spectral properties of the 
linearized bistable operator needed in this work. The result we are about 
to state and prove has been known before. We refer the reader to Carr and 
Pego [C-P], and to Nishiura and Fuji [N-F].4 
Let uc be an element of the approximate manifold 3. We remind the 
4 Our method is that of [N-F] and our context is similar to [C-P]. 
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reader that u5 is constructed by considering the (monotone increasing) 
global minimizer u,(x) of 
min 1 ds 
over H’(0, 4) and subject to the constraint 
s 
112 M 
udx=- 
2 
(cf. [C-G-S] ). 
0 
By reflecting u,(x) about f and then extending it periodically we obtain a 
function defined on IF4 that we continue to denote by u,(x). Now Z.&X) is 
simply a translate of this, u,(x- [), restricted on the interval [0, 11. It 
satisfies (we drop the subscript) 
E2d xx - w’(u’;) = CT,, O<x<l 
s 
1 (AlI 
u’(x) dx = M. 
0 
We will study the spectrum of the linear operator 
Lgi, := E2 -g - W(d) 
with homogeneous Neumann conditions on [0, 11. The associated eigen- 
value problem for the ith eigenfunction is 
&$y - W”(ut)qsi = p;‘(& 
&=O, x=0, 1. 
(A21 
PROPOSITION Al. Let u5 be in the approximate manifold &. Then for E 
sufficiently small the spectrum 
py>p;e> . . . 
satisfies 
(i) ,~;“>P;~>O 
(ii) p:c = O(epCl” ), for some positive constant C 643) 
(iii) #< -C,<O, 
where C3 is a constant and v, 6, as in the statement of Theorem A. 
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Remark. In this paper we make use only of parts (i) and (iii) and from 
(ii) only fact that pi is exponentially small, not the actual value of the 
constant C. 
Proof. We occasionally drop the superscripts in &sr. 
(1) PI>@ 
To see this note that w = ~4: satisfies 
&2Wxx - W”(ld) w = 0. (A4) 
The supposition p, < 0 would lead via Sturm’s lemma to the conclusion 
that 4, has at least one node in [0, 11, a contradiction. 
(2) p1 --f 0 as E -+ 0 uniformly in <. 
Let d1 be normalized pointwise by requiring max d1 = max Id11 = 1. By 
evaluating (A2) at the point xM, where the maximum of dI is attained we 
see that 
IxM~xil < Const E (A9 
for some i = 1, 2, (cf. statement of 
information on u5 that is provided 
definiteness an recall that xi = 1+ (I 
Set 
Theorem A). Here we make use of 
in Lemma A2 below. Take i= 1 for 
and define 
x--X1 
9= 
E ’ 
By a standard argument we can pass to the limit in (A6) along a sub- 
sequence, such that U” -+ U, & + 6,) uniformly in C2 over compacts, and 
& --+ PL: to obtain 
d2c& 2- w”(U)(&=pf$,. 
4 (A7) 
Note that &( - co)=O=&r(~~), where q,,, =lim,,, (x”,-X,)/E. By step(l) 
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P: 20, and by (A5) 6, is a nontrivial solution to (A7). Also U is the 
heteroclinic orbit to 
u- W’(U)=0 (A8) 
with V(-co)=a, U( +co)=/?, U(O)=lim,,, u,(Z). From (AS) we 
conclude via the simplicity of the eigenvalues of regular Sturn-Liouville 
operators and the characterization of eigenfunctions in terms of the number 
of nodes that 
Pi+=& &=11 
max 101’ 
(A91 
(3) p; = O(e-c’E). 
By a comparison argument we obtain from (A6), (A9), that 
This estimate will 
(A4) we obtain 
and so integrating 
I&(v])( < Const ePyIVI, 
I+t ll ---<qf=--. 
& & 
be useful in our considerations below. From (A2) and 
&*(q5;W-w’~l)‘=p~~1W 
over [O, i+ <] 
(All) 
(A101 
e*[ -d(f++, (f+<)+w’(0)&(O)]=p;j-01’2+tq5,wdx. (A12) 
Using the estimates in Lemma A2 below, and (AlO) we obtain that the left 
hand side in (A12) is of the order 
On the other hand switching to q variables in the integral in (A12) we 
obtain via (AlO), 
Estimate (A3) now follows. 
(4) Pu,>O. 
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First we establish this for 5 = 0. The supposition p2 < 0 and (A4) leads 
via Sturm’s Lemma to the conclusion that & has at least two interior 
nodes, a contradiction. 
For treating the case for 5 #O we reason again by contradiction 
assuming that p2 < 0. Define a function $ on [0,2] by setting 
42(l) =$-jq4*(x- 1) on Cl, 21, 
and note that II/ is a classical solution to 
on [0,2]. Moreover $ has exactly two nodes on [0,2]. On the other hand 
w satisfies (A4) on [0,2] as well (by periodicity of Us) and since w has 
four nodes on this interval we obtain a contradiction.once more by Sturm’s 
Lemma. 
(5) P3G -c3. 
In what follows & is an eigenfunction corresponding to &, without any 
normalization for the moment. Let p* be a limit point of {&} which for 
the sake of contradiction we take to be nonnegative, p* > 0. First note that 
without loss of generality we may assume that 43 attains its positive 
maximum and negative minimum in Z; u ZE,, 
1; = cx:, $1, 1; = cx;, $1, 
where ~f(x~)=~~(x~)=a+8, u~(x~)=u~(x~)=/~-~, x~<x~<x~<x~. 
Indeed to see this evaluate (A2) for i= 3 at the point where the maximum 
or the minimum is attained to conclude that if otherwise p3 would be 
bounded away from zero from above. Moreover for the same reason we 
may further assume that 43 is not of the same sign on both intervals Z;, 
I;. Let rl < r2 be the two nodes of 43 in [O, 11. We have 
c24;‘= wYd+cl3143 
4;=0, x=0, 1. 
W4) 
Claim. There is at least one node in one of the intervals Ii. 
Indeed assume that rl 4 1; u I;. First take 4,(O) > 0. From (A14) and the 
contradiction hypothesis we conclude that for E small enough (always 
along the subsequence) 43 is convex on [0, xi], and therefore increasing on 
this interval. Since 43 cannot be of the same sign on both intervals 
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necessarily r, lies between Z; and Z;. We will show that r2 is in Z;. We 
proceed by contradiction. Since & is concave between r, and 1; and so 
decreasing there r2 is necessarily after I;. However, & is convex on [r2, 1 ] 
and so strictly increasing. In particular q&(l) > 0, contradicting the 
boundary conditions. If &(O) < 0 we argue as above for +6,(x) = -d,(x). 
The claim is established. 
We take up in what follows the case r,EZ; which is clearly a typical 
case. We denote by & the normalized eigenfunction 
maql/2+t,ll IhI’ 
and set 
&2$! 
& 
for f+t<x< 1, 
We find that 
d2& 
2-- wyU,)&=p3& 
4 
and passing to the limit 
where & is nontrivial and U(q) is the heteroclinic orbit to 
ii- W’(U)=0 
U(-=))=A U(co)=u, U(0) = p. z&x;, = p - 6. 
From Z$ > 0 and Sturmian theory we conclude that 
&=L 
max 1171’ 
pL:=o. 
This however is impossible since q& vanishes at some finite point. The proof 
is complete. 1 
The following result is essentially due to [C-G-S]. In the form that we 
state it, together with a self contained proof it can be found in [A-MC]. 
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LEMMA A2. Consider the (increasing) global minimizer u, of 
min ; (u,)* + W(u)] dx 
over H’(0, $) subject to the constraint 
i 
112 
0 
u(x) dx = $ 
and under the usual hypotheses on W, Then u, satisfies the equation 
&*u; - wyu,) = OS, o<x< l/2 
u) = 0, x = 0, l/2, 
where tsE is a Lagrange multiplier. For 6 >O small fixed number and E 
sufficiently small there are X,(E) < x~(E) such that 
zl,(xJ=a+6, u,(xp)=fl-s, U,(X)E(tl+&B-6) for xE(x,, xp) 
and moreover the following estimates hold: 
Ix, - xpI < (Const) E, x,, xg -+ 1 as E--to. (Al51 
0 < u,(f) - u,(x) < Const e-(y”)(x--xfl), x E cxp 11 
0 < u,(x) - u,(O) Q Const ep(Y’E)(X=--X), x E co, x,1 
(A161 
Mx)l 
Const 
G-e -(V&)(X. - xl 3 x E co, x,1 & 
K(x)l 
Const 
g-e - (YIE)(X ~ q) 3 
E 
XE cxg, $1. 
lull <Fe , - (V/E)(X - x,8) XE cxg, $1 
Const 
lull G-e -(Y/&)(XI-X) 
E2 
x 6 co, x,1 
where 
GE = qe - (*vl&)d 
)? 
d=min{l, f-l}. 
(A17) 
w3) 
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